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Nucleosynthesis
Ancient views of the nature of matter

Celestial Matter vs Terrestrial Matter

1609 – A Revolutionary Paradigm 

1859 – Spectroscopic analysis of solar atmospheric chemistry

1868 – First measurement of a stellar Doppler shift

1925 – The sun is mostly hydrogen and helium!

Modern theories of the origin of  the chemical elements

Big Bang Nucleosynthesis

Stellar Nucleosynthesis

The origin of mass?



  

1) Special connections exist between a body's location in space and its 

natural motion. Movements in the sublunar region are naturally vertical. 

Movements in the celestial region are naturally spherical.

2) Special connections exist between a body's location and its nature. In 

the sub lunar region bodies can change due to generation and corruption. 

These bodies are composed of 4 elements and contain opposite qualities 

(hot, cold), (wet, dry). Bodies in the celestial region are composed of a 

special element, quintessence, or celestial matter. Celestial matter is 

eternal and unchangeable. There is a very close connection between the 

nature of the substance and its motion. The circular motion was stated to 

be eternal and this is natural motion for an eternal object. 

Ancient views of the nature of matter



  

Galileo's observations of the rugged surface of 

the moon and the changing spots on the sun 

undermined the 2000 year belief in eternal 

unchanging celestial matter

Sunspots drawn by Galileo Moon drawing by Galileo

1609 A revolutionary paradigm



  

angstroms  Line due to 

A  7594  Telluric oxygen 

B  6867  Telluric oxygen 

C  6563  hydrogen, H 

D1  5896  sodium 

D2  5890  sodium 

D3  5876  helium 

E  5270  iron and calcium 

b1  5184  magnesium 

F  4861  hydrogen, H 

G  4308  iron (and calcium) 

H  3968  calcium 

K  3934  calcium 

Kirchoff analyzed the chemical composition of the solar atmosphere

1859



  

1868- Huggins 

measures a 

stellar doppler 

shift

" ...no attempts had been made, nor were indeed 

possible, to discover by this principle the motions of 

the heavenly bodies in the line of sight. For, to learn 

whether any change in the light had taken place from 

motion in the line of sight, it was clearly necessary to 

know the original wave length of the light before it left 

the star.

         A soon as our observations had shown that 

certain earthly substances were present in the stars, 

the original wave lengths of their lines became 

known, and any small want of coincidence of the 

stellar lines with the same lines produced upon the 

earth might safely be interpreted as revealing the 

velocity of approach or recession between the star 

and earth. “



  

1925 - Cecelia Payne-Gaposhkin

Discovered the chemical composition of stars and, in particular, that 

hydrogen and helium are the most abundant elements in star and, 

therefore, in the universe. From the spectra of stars, she determined 

stellar temperature and chemical abundances using the thermal 

ionization equation of Saha.  Her work was of fundamental 

importance in the development of the field of stellar atmospheres. She 

discovered that all stars have very similar relative chemical 

abundances with hydrogen and helium comprising 99% by number.



  
Note the logarithmic scale !

Solar system abundances



  Where did all of these elements come from? T = 13.7Gyr



  

The origin of the chemical elements - Nucleosynthesis

1) Big Bang Nucleosynthesis – BBN

2) Stellar Nucleosynthesis - SN

Physical parameters important for nucleosynthesis

Temperature

Fundamental interactions: weak, electromagnetic, strong, gravitation

Density of particles and the types

Nuclear structure

Photon spectrum

Convection in stellar environment



  

Basic nuclear components are protons and neutrons

nucleon mass(MeV) Charge (e)

proton 938.3 +1

neutron 939.6 0

To build a nucleus we add Z protons and N neutrons together

nucleus Z N

2H 1 1

3H 1 2

16O 8 8

17O 8 9

208Pb 82 126

209Pb 82 127

To build the chemical element we add Z electrons in orbit around the nucleus.



  

Two body reactions

Decay and formation
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A ⇄ B + e+ + �
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v
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v
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Like charge particles repel

So v
ab

 needs to be big 

enough to allow the 

particles to come close 

enough to fuse.

What governs reaction rates?
<KE> = (1/2)mv2 = 3kT/2



  

I maintain that among all the natural phenomena whose first cause we are 

investigating, the origin of the planetary system and the production of the 

heavenly bodies, together with the causes of their movements, is the one 

which we may hope to consider reliably from first principles.

However, can we boast of such advantages for the smallest plants or insects? Are 

we in a position to say, give me the matter, and I will show you how a caterpillar 

could have developed?

An Essay on the Constitution and 

the Mechanical Origin of the 

Entire Structure of the Universe

Based on Newtonian Principles

Immanuel Kant, 1755

Why do we believe we can predict the development of the Universe at 

times so distant from the present?

Big Bang Nucleosynthesis



  

Why do we believe we can predict nucleosynthesis in the Universe at 

times so distant from the present?

1) General Relativity allows us to step backwards in time to eras 

when the physical processes occur at well defined temperatures 

and densities.

2) The temperatures/energies are all experimentally accessible in 

our labs.

3) The fundamental interactions are well known at these energies

4) Thermal equilibrium conditions exist allowing us to calculate the 

relative densities of the interacting particles.

5) GR lets us calculate � b�� ��� ����� ����
� ������� �� �� � ����� � �� �� ���� �x 10-7 nucleons/cm3 

( Peebles, 'Principles of Physical Cosmology',  eqn 6.21)



  

Time Line for Big Bang Nucleosynthesis, 1s < t < 900s

The expansion rate of the Universe depends on the energy 

density which is dominated by the Cosmic Microwave 

Background (CMB) photons, neutrinos and electrons

Baryons = nucleons = neutrons or protons, exist as a very 

tiny fraction of the universe's constituents

Important Weak Interaction Processes

Up to about t = 1s rates a) and b) are high enough 

that the neutron to proton ratio follows the thermal 

equilibrium value:

n
n
/n

p
 = exp (-Q/kT). , Q = m

n
 – m

p 
= 1.2934 MeV

and kT = 1MeV.       n
n
/n

p
 = 1/6.Process c) dominates after t = 1s 

and the neutron decays with a half 

life of 614s.



  

Deuteron creation and photodisintegration, 1s < t < 200s

During this time period the temperature is between 1 MeV and 80 keV and 

there are sufficient numbers of energetic CMB photons  to disintegrate any 

deuterons formed.

44He nucleosynthesis, 200s < t < 400s, nHe nucleosynthesis, 200s < t < 400s, n
nn/n/npp = 1/7 = 1/7

d + d ↔ t + p

d + d ↔ 3He + n

t + d ↔ 4He + n
3He + d ↔ 4He + p

Almost all the neutrons left at t = 200s will be sequestered in 4He by t = 400s. 

There is about 1 neutron for every 7 protons by the end of this period.



  

Big Bang Nucleosynthesis, neutron/proton ratios

Ref: G. Steigman, Ann. Rev. Nucl. Part. Sci. 57 (463) 2007

neutron/proton freeze out

BBN starts

T = 9.9x109 K, �
b
 = 0.011 g/cm3



  

The deuteron fraction never becomes very large during BBN because the 

deuterons are captured and form the A<7 nuclei. The different colored bands refer 

to different baryon densities.

Ref: G. Steigman, Ann. Rev. Nucl. Part. Sci. 57 (463) 2007

Big Bang Nucleosynthesis, deutron production

� �� �keV)=9.6x10-6g/cm3

T = 930x106 K



  
Ref: G. Steigman, Ann. Rev. Nucl. Part. Sci. 57 (463) 2007

4He BBN. The mass fraction Y is about 25%.

� �� �keV)=9.6x10-6g/cm3

T = 930x106 K



  

4He production during BBN is not 

very sensitive to the baryon density. 

Rather it is sensitive to the rate of 

cooling of the Universe because the 

neutron decays with a mean life of 

888s.

The end result of nucleosynthesis 

yields a mass fraction of helium of 

25%. The standard cosmological 

model produces about 1 neutron for 

every 7 protons in the time interval 

available for 4He synthesis. The 

alpha particle is represented by the 

particles in the box.

4He BBN



  
Ref: G. Steigman, Ann. Rev. Nucl. Part. Sci. 57 (463) 2007

Production of the mass 7 nuclei in BBN.

t = 900 s

End of BBN



  

Table of the elements at T = 15 minutes
Note: At T=380,000 years neutral atoms form and 7Be decays to 7Li by electron capture 

with a half life of 53 days.



  



  

Stellar Nucleosynthesis, t = 400 Myr to 13.7 Gyr

According to the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) the 

first stars, called population III stars, started shining at t = 400 Myr.

These stars started their lives with the primordial nuclear composition.

The Formation of the First Star in the Universe Tom Abel, et al.

Science 295, 93 (2002); DOI: 10.1126/science.1063991

The initial mass distribution of these stars is not well fixed. The masses 

of these stars in the calculation below is 30M
solar

<M
III
<100M

solar
.

Cooling of the gas, necessary to cause condensation into higher density 

regions, depends on atomic and molecular (H
2
) transitions.

Red shift = z = � (t)/� (t0) -1 , t = t
0 
/(1 + z) 

Metallicity = Z = log(N
Fe

/N
H
)

star
 - log(N

Fe
/N

H
)

sun

Z
III 

< -6, 1 million times less 

iron compared to the sun.



  

Chemical Diversity of Stars via metallicity

z=-1.6

Sloan Digital Sky Survey, May 29, 2008 – Chemical composition of the Milky Way



  

fuel T(109 K) ashes cooling

1H 0.02 4He, 14N photons

4He 0.2 12C,16O,22Ne photons

12C 0.8 20Ne,24Mg,16O,
23Na, 25,26Mg

neutrinos

20Ne 1.5 16O,24Mg,28Si,... neutrinos

16O 2 28Si, 32S,... neutrinos

28Si 3.5 56Ni, A~56 nuclei neutrinos

56Ni 6~10 n, p, 4He, s,r,p 
processes

neutrinos

A~56 Depends 
on density

photodisintegration,

neutronization

Super 

nova

Heavy elements up 
to uranium

Thermonuclear Burning Stages(D. Arnett,”Supernovae and Nucleosynthesis”)

Ten solar mass star
31 million years on 
main sequence

1000 years on carbon 
burning

1 year on neon 
burning

½ year on oxygen 
burning

1 day on silicon 
burning

After A=56 about 1 
millisecond to collapse

Life times



  

log central density, g/cm3

RMP 74 1015(2002), S. E. Woosley and A. Heger

L/L
sun

 ~ (M/M
sun

)3.5

Life time on main sequence

M.S. Lifetime ~ (M
sun

/M)2.5 x 1010 yrs

Luminosity L



  

Nuclear Fusion Reactions in the Sun, a population I star

Weak interaction, very slow, d = 2H

 2H + p → 3He + � ����electromagnetic interaction
3He + 3He → 4He + p + p,  strong nuclear interaction
3He + 4He → 7Be + � �� electromagnetic interaction
7Be + e- → 7Li + v

e
, weak interaction

7Li + p → 4He + 4He, strong nuclear interaction
7Be + p → 8B + � ��electromagnetic interaction
8B → 8Be* + e+ + v

e
, weak interaction

8Be* → 4He + 4He, strong nuclear interaction,��  = 9.6 x 10-17s

For starting ingredients = p + 4He all these reactions lead to 4He. 

 Mass 8 is a bottleneck because there are no stable nuclei with Z+N = 8.

The sun's core is becoming richer and richer in 4He.

p+ p → d + e+ + v
e



  
T

sun
 = 15.78x106K

proton-proton separation in F

E
ne

rg
y,

 M
eV

quantum tunneling

<KE
cm

> = 1. keV for protons in center of the sun

Coulomb repulsion

Long solar life time is due to the weak interaction 

producing deuterium from pp collisions.

p+ p → d + e+ + v
e



  

Nuclear Fusion Reactions in the Sun, a population I 

star

Hydrogen and helium are the major ingredients in the sun but not the 

sole components. The solar system is constructed from the products of 

earlier nucleosynthesis by dying stars.

Additional solar nuclear reactions in the sun, CNO cycle

12C + p → 13N + � , 13N → 13C + e+ + v
e

13C + p → 14N + �
14N + p → 15O + � , 15O → 15N + e+ + v

e

15N + p → 12C + 4He

Eventually the sun's core will be composed of helium (4He) and at a 

substantially higher temperature.



  

APJ, 555 : 990 È 1012, 2001 July 10,Bahcall et al.

Solar energy fraction today:

p+p and 3He +3He = 87.8%
3He + 4He = 10.7%

CNO = 1.5%

The sun's luminosity is increasing.



  Helium burning core, T = 2 x 108 K, <KE> = 17 keV

�  = 9.6 x 10-17s

The 8Be resonant ground state and triple � �state at 7.65 MeV in 12C are crucial for nucleosynthesis.

� �

�

� �= 10-16 s

�

�

Passage time = 10-20 s

The 12C(� ��)16O capture is a critical step in nucleosynthesis.



  

“... the reaction 12C(� ���) 16O warrants special discussion as it affects 

not only the ratio of carbon and oxygen to come out of helium 

burning, but indirectly the nucleosynthesis of many other species and 

the very structure of the presupernova star. Determination of an 

accurate rate for this reaction is experimentally challenging because 

it proceeds predominantly through two subthreshold resonances 

whose critical alpha widths must be determined indirectly[the excited 

states are at 7.117 MeV and 6.917 MeV; the Q value is 7.162 MeV]. 

“ RMP 74 1015 (2002) S. E. Woosley and A. Heger

A crucial nuclear reaction for post 4He burning evolution, 12C(� ��)160



  

Carbon mass fraction at the end of helium burning for different beginning chemical 

compositions. RMP 74 1015 (2002) S. E. Woosley and A. Heger 



  

Photodisintegration(p-process), s-process, r-process, rp-process

N

Z

valley of beta decay stability

s-process: (Z,N) + n → (Z,N+1) → (Z+1,N) + e- + v
e

rp-process: (Z,N) + p → (Z+1,N) + �

r-process: (Z,N) + n → (Z,N+1) +n → (Z,N+2) → … → (Z, N+many n) → beta decays

At high temperatures the energetic photon spectrum can liberate neutrons, protons and � 's. 



  

“The greatest source of diversity and uncertainty in attempts to model the evolution 

of stars of all masses is the way in which compositional mixing is handled, 

especially at the boundaries of convective regions. An additional problem peculiar to 

massive stars is that, during the latest stages of evolution, convective and nuclear

time scales become comparable.”

RMP 74 1015(2002), S. E. Woosley and A. Heger

Some Issues in Nucleosynthesis and observed chemical abundances

Metallicity has an effect on the mass loss of the star.

Some isotopes may be sequestered in the unexploded cores of stars so the 

interstellar nuclear abundances may not reflect global abundances

“ If nucleosynthesis is to become a precision science with accuracy better 

than a factor of 2, one also needs further improvements in the photon 

transmission function for nuclei in the mass range 28-64, especially better 

rates for (n,�  ) and (� ����) reactions.”



  

Origin of Mass ?

● protons and neutrons are not fundamental particles
● in physics 101 we give an operational definition of mass because we do not know 
what mass is
● Leptons and quarks and the W and Z bosons couple to an all pervasive field 
called the Higgs field and thus have mass. Photons do not couple to the Higgs field 
and thus have no mass. 
● The Higgs field could be excited and its first vibration is the Higgs particle.
● The LHC (Geneva) and the Tevatron (Illinois) are searching for the Higgs particle.

● Most of the mass in the universe is not due to the chemical elements.
● Come to the December 2 lecture by Professor Mijic to get an update on the bulk 
of the mass and energy in the universe!



  
Mixing in the explosion of a 15 solar mass red super giant. (Woosley and Heger)



  

12C + �

7.162

E1
E2

“... the reaction 12C( � ���) 16O warrants special discussion as it affects not only the ratio of carbon 

and oxygen to come out of helium burning, but indirectly the nucleosynthesis of many other 

species and the very structure of the presupernova star. Determination of an accurate rate for this 

reaction is experimentally challenging because it proceeds predominantly through two 

subthreshold resonances whose critical alpha widths must be determined indirectly[the excited 

states are at 7.117 MeV and 6.917 MeV; the Q value is 7.162 MeV]. “ RMP 74 1015 (2002) S. E. 

Woosley and A. Heger
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